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SUMMARY

been made of the angle+f+ttack-t~e
wing of as~ect ratio 4.5 in an attemnt to

smgnent the existin~ methods ;f pred&ti.on of finite span angl&-of—
attack hinge+noment parameters.

The emgle-of+attack-type loadlng yields a linear variation of
ikmnwash frcm the O.1 to the O.9 chord st@tion. In previo_usinvesti–
gations this linear variation was extrapolated to cover the whole
chord. ti the present study, special consideration was given to the
calculation of the vertical induced flow near the leading and trail-
ing edges. Deviations from the linear downwash variation were found
in these vicinities.

Despite the differences noted in the vert~cal induced velocity
variations, application of these downwash results to the pred.lcticn
of hinge+mment parsmete.. produced results that ccmpared well with
the predi.cted values from previous investigationsand with experi-
mental results.

lNTRODUC!I!ION

The presentation of a semigraphicalmethot”of induced velocity
calculation by Cohen (reference 1) led to the development of a
lifting-surface-theoryanalysis of the variation of hinge moment
with an@e of attack for a finite span wing (reference 2). Subse-
quent analyses on an electro+napj3etic-snalogymodel (reference 3)
combined with the results of reference 1 produced a satisfactory -
method of predictin~ finite span hinge+mment parameters
(reference 4). ‘I%ismethod, however, is based upon a study of a
limited number of aspeot ratios and upon the assumption of a linear
variation in downwash near tileleting and trailing edges of the-
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wing. Consequently, the method and
subject to pmsible changes as more
field is completed.

N4CA TN NO.

results of reference 4 are
extenstve research in this

1420

This report covers the Investigation of an angle-of-attack-
type loading-on a wing of elliptical plan form of-aspect ratio 4.5
having a straight and unswept quarter-chord line. The predictions
of the angle-of-attack parameters in reference 4 were based on
calculations for wings of elliptical pl~ forms of aspect ratios
3 and 6 having a straight X-percent+horLline. A &ifferent
aspect ratio and a slightly different plan forms therefwej have
been considered in this report. b particular, however, conside~
able progress toward a conclusive determination of the induced
velocities near the leading and trailin~ edges has resulted from
thts investi~gtion.

Differences with respect to previous results have been
evaluated by cmnparison of these computations with the interpolated
results of reference 4. Both sets of results have also been
com,paredwith experimental data frcm tests of four semlspan
horizontal-+hil models.

a geometric
(unless

SYMBOLS AND CC8B?FICJENTS

angle of attack of lifting surface, degrees
otherwise specified)

induced angle of attack, degrees (unless otherwise specified)

lift coefficient

SSCtiOIllift coefficient

hinge-moment coefficient

section hinge+mment coefficient

chord of lifting surface at any section

chord in the plane of symmetry

root+ean-square chord of the control surface

distance along the chord mea~ured from the local leading
eQe as a fraction of the chord

.
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semispan of the lifting surface

distance along the span divided by
from the plane of symmetry

total span of the control surface

variation of lift coefficient with
(af2Lpd

the sem~.span, measured

angle of attack

v~iation of section lift coefficient with angle of’
attack (acz/bG)

variation of hinge-mcment coafficient with an:ae of
attack (dCh/&X)

variation of’section hinge+mment caefficient with angle
of attack (~ch/&]

free-stream dynamic pressuzze

vertical ccmponent of induced velocity

difference between the two- and three-dimensional
induced velcroities

circulation strength

maximum value of cfrculation strength on the surface

average circulation strength around a cizzcleof i-di~s r

nondiicen~ionalvalue of the vertical induced velociti~

radial distance from a point in the plane of the lifting
surface at which the induced velocity is betng
determined

aspect ratio

the pressw”e”coefficient, in terms of q, representing
the dtiference in pressure between the upper and lower
airfoil suxface
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Determination of tie Induced Velocities

The basis of the analytical phase of this Investigation Is the
Cohen semigraphice.1liftin~urface method for induced velocity
calculations (reference 1). By use of-this method a two-dlmensianal
chord loading, distributed over a finite span wing acccrding %0 the
dictates of lifttig-line tbecuy, can be analyzed with re~pect to
satisfying the boundary conditions. Revisions to the assumed lbad-
ing can be estimated fmm the discrepancy.eabetween the computed
downwash and the known boundary ccxilitlons(usually the elope of the
mean camber line). These revisions in loadinG are ueed.to estlmats
three+l.imensional-floweffects on the amface load distribution and
the hinge+mment chara.cterietlcs.

Previous work in the field of hinge+noment prediction has been
based on downwash calculations from both the Cohen method and an
electr=a~etic-analo~-mmiel method (reference ~). The downwash
results used in reference 2 were obtained from referenoe 1 which
presented the downwash for only the tine-qusrterand three-quarter
chord stations. Tke downwash results frcm the electro+agnetic-
analogy model were presented only for values of T/c between 0.1.
and 0.9 of the chord, since by the very nature of tke equipment
involved, the resultu nearer the leadi~-and trailing edges could
not be obtained.

By replacing somo of the graphical operaticnm with analytic
methods it was possfble to apply-the Cohen method w~th considerable
a.ccura.cyin regions that previously have been relatively unexplored.
In particular, for radii from the point at which the downwash was
sought up to all — of approximately 0.1, the values of the

b~2 -.

circulation I’ were determined analyt~cally, not graphically, and
considerably more accuz’atevalues of ~ for the smaller yadi.1wore
obtained in this manner.

The leading-edge points received special consideration. A
modification covering the first l-1/h-percent chord was made to
the vortlcity distzzibutionof the thin airfcil additional loading,
shown in figure 1, to @btain a more amenable solution for the
leading-edge induced velocity. A quartic of the type”
A +B (x/c)2 + C (x/cP was substituted, having ~~=o
at x/c = O. At the l-1/h-percent<hord station the ordinate
and slope of both the original and qwxrtic curves were made equal.
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as shown in figure 2. The effect of thfs revision on the assumed
chordwise load distribution was merely to mike the value of the load
at the leading edge zero rather than infinity and to alter the
pressure distribution for the 1-1/4 percent of Choti over which line
revision extended. The revision of the I’ cur”vehad a large effect
on the values of the Induced velocities at the leading edge (fig. 3),
but their effect on the quarte~ and three~uarter-choriivelocities
was negligible. As the chord correction results are based on the
difference between the two-dhemsional and three-dimensional induced
velocities, moreover, these results are as generaliy applicable tcJ
the angle--attack hinge+mment parameters as are results using.
the theoretical angle-d-attack chord loading.

The assumption of a unit maximum circulation end a unit
semispm (as done in reference 1) yielded solutions for the
downwash in a nondimensional fo~ as -. Values of the,induced

r=
velocities for the chordwise and spanwlse stations investigated on
the aspect ratio 4.’3wing are given in @ble Z. These results were
compared with the induced velocity at the corresponding chotiwise
stations for the -twtifmeneional flow, and the incromonts
A W b/~, shown in-figure 4, were determined.

* ru .

. Determination of the Load and Hinge-Moment Corrections

In general, to convert the velocity increm~nts into load
increments, an average induced angb of attack is asauned that __
corresponds.closely to the mean value of the induced velocity

—

increments on the wing. The had resulting from this average
induced angle of attack merely changes the magnitude of the chordwlse
load distribution assumed and therefore corresponds to the usual
lifting-line-theory type of
this part of the correction

If the spanwise integration.

correction. For
takeo the form

tha prediction of ~

(1)

can be neglected. The remaining induced
velocities yield a load correction composed pez%ly of additional-
typeload.ing and part~y cf a cambe~type loading that can be

. evehzatqd by the methods of reference 5. This load correction can
be converted to a hinge+.mment correction Ach by integration over
the c.ontrol+tiace chord.

-.
.



These additive streamline-curvaturehinge-moment corrections
can be considered either as corrections per unit lift coefficient
or as corrections per unit geometric angle of attack if tho section
results are multiplied by the section lift-curve slope. XP the
correction is assumed to be per unit lift coefffc3.ent,it is
euffj.oientto multiply by the ffnite-cpan lift-curve slope C&
to account for the effects of aerodynamic induction in the
conversion of the

(J
ah

‘~-A T

integrated h3nge-&oment correctim to ~.

(2)

.

.

To evaluate the clifferences between the results OF reference ~
and this report, while keeping the approximate factors to a minimum,
comparisons of the hinge-moment parameters were made on the basis
of the unit lift coefficient. Equation (13) of reference 4 and
equation (2) in this report were used to get the integrated.results
over the span of the wing. In order to obtain a more practical
evaluation of the differences in hinge moment, ccmq?arisonswere
made of both sets of results with experimental values of C~ for

four semi.spanhorizontal-tailmodels. The gmmetric cb=cte~
iatics of these models are presented in table II. The plan forms
and airfoil profiles of these models are sketched in figure 5.

The procedure used in reference k to convert A(*h/~L) to
Wk is more rigorous in accounting for induced effects than the

procedure used herein. W additicm, reference h includes a factor “
q which is fntended as a viscosity correction to the streamline “
curvaturo load. These factors had very little effect for the cases
considered in thfs investigation,but the effect of the q factor
can become appreciable for airfoil profiles having sizable trsAling-
d-go mgles.

Comparison

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

of Downwash Results With
Dcwnwash FrcznReference

Interpolated
4

The variation of A~~. along the chord is shown in figure
r ~x

for the center line, 0.5 b/2 and 0.9b/2 spanwise stations of the
olliptlc wing of aspect ratio 4.5. Curves are included also for
elliptical plan forms of aspect ratios 3 and 6 from reference 4.

4
●
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At the
results for
the leading
between the
exs.mlnatlcm
differences
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center line amt 0.5 b/2 spanwise stations the downwash
the aspect ratio 4.5 correspond fairly well, except at
edge, to what might be expected from an interpolation
aspect ratios 3 and 6 results of reference h. Close
reveals, however, that small but possibly effective
exist. The slope of the downwashat 0.5b/2 is

slightly greater than a reasonable interpolation might-yield, and
near the trailing edge a slight departure from the linear slope can
be noted. At 0.9 b/2 the slope of the greatest extent of the curve
is slightly greater than the probable interpol.ateiivalue. The
curvature in the &mnwa sh variation near the trailing edge has
become marked, however, and the ove&all values of the downwash are “
greater than the values for aspect ratios 3 or 6 and, consequently,
are greater than any possible interpolated values for the aspect
ratio 4.5.

The tendenoy of the induced velo::itiesto diminish in
_itude n= the *rail@ eQe is merelyan early manifestaticm
of the tren&of the downwash,to return to a value of
0.5 ‘+ at an infinite distance behind the w@.. mtermsof

the load distribution, it is an indication that the load in the
vicinity of the trailing edge must be increased to satiasy the
boundary conditions locally.

The Increase h the average value of the downwash at the
0.9 b/2 station over the values frcanreference 4 must be attributed
to plan-form effects (b this case the difference between a linear
quarter-chord line or a linear ‘j(l-percent-ohordline) until more
extensive induced velocity analyses are carried out for elliptical
plan forms.

Effects of the Chordwise Ihwnwash Differences
on the Hinge-Moment Parameters

Byconverting the downwash results to chord loading curves
and hinge+mxnent parameters, the effect of these differences of
induced velocities was evaluated.

The influence of the nonlinearity of the chordwise Induced
velocity variation near the leadlng edge was not expected to be
very great on the distribution of the pressure over the rear part
of the chord. This expectation was confirmed by compaxiEon of the
combined induced angle of attack and streamline curvature chord
loadings over the rear half of the chord for both an extrapolation
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of the linear slopes and the actual curves containing the arbitrary
fairing to the leading+mige points. Conseqtiently,no further
consid.eratlonwas given to these leadin~dge values and, for the
region farward of the quarter chord, tie curves were assumed to be
extensions of the linear slope in the subsequent calculations.

The sli@ht increase in load over the rear pert of the chord
due to the reduction ofithe d.ownwa.shin that vicinity tends to
yield more negative binge moments. At 0.9 b/2 this tentincy is
counteracted by the Increase in the average value of downwash
which yields an algebraicall ypositivehinge+mment cor.-ectton. At
0.5 b/2 the slightly grea’@r value of the negative elope of the
downwasb curve ‘&nds t~ counteract the effect cd?the reduction in
downwash near the trailing edge. To est3mate the accumulated
effect cf these changes on the hinge rmment~ an elliptical.-plan
form with a 30-percen~hord plain flap was selected, and values

i
of the parameter. &3Ch bCL were computed. Comparisons Wei”e made
of the value of. i!&h/ CL obtained from re~erence 4, the V81U8
col-respondingto the -e~tendedlinear slopes and the value
tori-espending to tie .downi’ashvariation containing the curvature
between x/c = 0.93 and X/C = 1.00. The l+esultsare give~ in
the folluwing table:

Saarce f@ch/*~

Reference 4 0. t)162

Linear downwash variation 0.0206

Nonlinear downwash variation ().0186

The effects of the increased slope of the downwash curve at
0.7 b/2 and the increase in the aver- value of the downwash at -
0.9 b/2 have-lubl%than cOmpeneated for the effect of we curvature
in the downwash variation new the trailing edge. The net
increment in A3C~/3CL that this investigationyields over that
given ty.reference 4 i8 0.0024 which corresponds to a &ha of “
approximately 0.00016 for an aspect ratio of 4.5. Since the total
correct~-onto Cha is a.bcmt ~ha = 0.0012, this possible error
of approxim~,tilyIllpercent does ~t appear to,be large enough to

invalidate the hinge-moment+prediction results in reference”4.
Indeed, a comparison af both sets of analytical results with the
experimental results for the four semispan horizontal tails of
aspect ratio 4.5 affKrms this conclusion. The predicted and
experimental values of Cha shown in table III are in excellent

*

.
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agreement with the exception of the value for ~ predicted for
model A, using reference 4. This model haiia constant-ohord control
surface, and in applying reference 4 It was necessary to use averaged
values of the parameters that varied along the sj?an;whereas. the
predictsd valu~ for
gat~on w= ob~~efl
prediction.

status

In general the
mental results have

model A based on the results fran this i&esti-
by a spanwlse integration and yielded a suitable

of Hinge-Mcment Prediction Me+fiods

present and previous comparisons with exyeri-
i?idicatedthat reference 4 yields suitable

pre&ictions for sinple conventional control-surface configurations
when the ~ection data were known or could be estimated readily.
For control surfaces heving rnusual featu~es such as horn balance,
large cutouts, profiles that differ greatly from the standard
subsonic profiles, etc., the predictions using reference 4 mist
not be sufficiently accurate. The possible variations in such
factors as plan fo~m, esmdynamic balance, viscosity effects and
section profile are SO numerous that an ~.IldJSiS inVOIVing the
effects of all these factors appears to be tipcssible. However, a
reasonable estimation of the effects of the meet important
parameters as presente~ in reference 6 for airfoil sections and
in reference 4 Sor thee-dimensional win@ should suffice for
~enoral application. FuPther investigations cove~ing three-
dimensiona,leffects, such as c~~~ied cut herein, may possibly add
hrprovements to the general method. It is probable, ho~ver, that
further iqrovements in hinge+mment prediction will be restricted
to smecific thref3-dimensionalccnfipxmatlons and to the more.
comprehensive analysis 0S the airfoil section
regard to two-d~imeneionalhingo+mznent &ah.

CONCLUDIN2 R3MU?XS

par&e”&”rs with ‘---

The downwash ~’esultsfrom this investigation of an aspect
ratio 4.5 elliptical ting agx’e.ain general.with the d~yash
results from previous investigations. The previously
established linearity of the downwssh variation along the chord,
however, was not verified near the leading and.trailing edges.

The traili.n~ecigsnonlinearity had an appreciable effect on
the correction to the chordwise load distribution but, due to an
accumulation of other minor downwash differences, this effect of
the nonlinearity was counteracted to a considerable degree.
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The net effe&t of the clifferences.between the damwash results
for this and previous investigationswas studied by comparison of
predicted values of Cha with the e~rimental values for four

semispan horizontal-tailmodels. These comparisons indicated that
in such yractical applications the wsults. of this and the previous
investigation agreed well.witn the experimental results.an~w~th
each other.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautical,

Moffett Field, Calif.
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aspect ratio JE=(l
b/2

-10.650
.562

do.
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do.
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do.
.$2

wpect ratio 4.5

-10.532
.834
.892
--
_-

.911
_-

.910

-7-= 0.9
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I

-19.930
I

.825
1.001 ,
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1.033
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1.068
1.053
1.039 !
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TABT.1II

TEE GECMETRIC CHARACTERJWICS OF THE FOUR SEMI-
SPAN ImRmom ‘JYJLMCmKLS JlivEs!rMm

GeCmletric Horlzontal+ail models

cbaxactarhvtics
I I

A IBlc ID,
I I I I

I I I I I
Aepect ratio

Taper ratio

Elevator chord

Bdence chord

4.5 4.5 ‘ 4.45 I 4.5
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 ‘

.27c(av.) .27c .33C .41C

.12cf(av.) .l%f .l~f .43cf

1.0 1.0 .92 .872

I I

I?ATION~ ADVTSORY
MMITTEE FIX AERONAUTICS
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TABIE III .

g
Iv

TEE PREDIC!lYEDAND EXPERIMENTAL VAIJJM OF Cha FOR AN ASEECT RATIO OF 4.5
0

semiBp&Zl Lii%~ CorrectIon

1

Lift@-
hori- Aspect 1-h to lifting- line

rmntd ~~io the ory, line IJ3eory

ail
%

theory, pluf3

model ~ha orrectioq

%.

— .6

A 4.5 -0.0038 0.0016 -0.0022
B 4.3 -.0019 .0008 -.0011
c 4.45 -.CI022 .0010 -.0012
D 4*5 -.0008 .0006 -,m2

Error Error

Cha ch~ (Liftlng- (LiMng- Error

@fer- (l%peri- line .line (Refer-

mce 4) mental) theory) tileOry ence 4)
plus

correction)

4.0031 -0.0022 -0.0016 0 -0,0C09

-.0011 -.0011 -.0009 0 0
-.0014 -.0014 -.0008 .0002 0
-.0001 -.0001 -.0007 -.0001 0

.,

NATIONALAINTSURY
C~ l?CIRAERONAUTICS
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Figure 5.- Plan forms and profiles of the four semispm horizontti
tail models.
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